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Abstract
Nano-twinned structures aremechanically stronger, ductile and stable than its non-twinned form.
Wehave investigated the effect of varying twin spacing and twin boundarywidth (TBW) on the yield
strength of the nano-twinned copper in a probabilistic framework. An efficient surrogatemodelling
approach based on polynomial chaos expansion has been proposed for the analysis. Effectively
utilising 15 sets of expensivemolecular dynamics simulations, thousands of outputs have been
obtained corresponding to different sets of twin spacing and twinwidth using virtual experiments
based on the surrogates. One of themajor outcomes of this work is that there exists an optimal
combination of twin boundary spacing and twinwidth until which the strength can be increased and
after that critical point the nanowires weaken. This study also reveals that the yield strength of nano-
twinned copper ismore sensitive to TBW than twin spacing. Such robust inferences have been possible
to be drawn only because of applying the surrogatemodelling approach, whichmakes it feasible to
obtain results corresponding to 40 000 combinations of different twin boundary spacing and twin
width in a computationally efficient framework.

1. Introduction

It is widely believed that the fundamental properties of anymaterial such as strength, ductility, creep, fracture
behaviour, durability etc differs widely at nanoscale compare to its bulk specimen [1–7].With the progress in
microscopic equipment and following the requirement in industry tomanipulatematerial properties at
nanoscale, it is now a reality to tailormaterial properties specific to its application [8–10]. One type of nanoscale
materials which can be produced by severe plastic deformation that provide high strength by creating barriers
for intergranular dislocation is generally known as nanocrystallinematerial [11, 12]. Here the smaller grain size
limits the scope of intragranular dislocationmotion.Nano-twinnedmaterials fall in the same category of
material where in place of grain boundaries (GBs), few nanometer wide lamelle provides resistance to the crack
growth [13–15]. Twins are very common in variousmetals, alloys, composite with different crystallographic
structures [16–19]. Extremely thin twin lamellae structures can possibly be achieved under proper conditions
during crystal growth, plastic deformation, phase transformations, or thermal annealing of deformed structures.
With the extreme advancement ofmicroscopic instruments in recent years it is also possible tomanufacture any
kind of desired specimen at nanoscale.

Copper is one of themost studiedmaterials both experimentally and computationally in the context of
nano-twinning, where it is found that the strength in tension or compression increases substantially than the
non-twinned copper nanowire [19–23]. It has been reported that the decreasing twin spacing and increasing
width of twin boundaries results into the increase in strength of nano-twinned copperwires [24, 25, 30]. The
experiments andmolecular dynamics simulations conducted by Jang et al [26] to investigate the influence of
diameter, twin-boundary spacing and twin-boundary orientation on themechanical responses of individual
nanopillars, shows a quantitative comparison indicating that the strength of nanotwinned pillars depends on
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various internal parameters, including coherent twin boundary spacing (CTBS), twin boundary width (TBW)
and twin-boundary orientation.However it also significantly depends on surfacemorphology (i.e. circular or
square cross section) [27, 28]. TBW is basically thewidth of the specimen. In ourmodel of nanotwinned copper
we can find two different boundaries: one is for the twins, which is in the vertical direction and other one is in the
horizontal direction, which is the grain boundary. The length between twoGBs can also be described by the
TBW. In other wordswe can say that each of the specimens is a nanotwinned grain. For nanowires with square
cross-sections, strength increases as twin spacing decreases. In contrast for nanowires with circular cross-
sections, strength varies slightly with twin spacing, beingmarginally lower than that in single crystals. The fact,
whether twin boundaries strengthen ametallic nanowire or not, depends on the necessary stress required for
dislocation nucleation, which in turn depends on the surfacemorphology of the nanowires [27]. Deng et al
studied the evolution of the critical resolved shear stress as a function of number of twins per unit length and size
effect onAu-nanowires with diameters of 8.2 and 24.6 nm at 300 K [28, 29]. It was found that addition of CTBS
to crystalline nanowires does not always have strengthening effects but also it has weakening effects and no
effects, which depends on both twin spacing and sample diameter [28, 30]. Size effect on tilted twin boundaries
was studied byCao et al [23] usingmolecular dynamics andfinite element analysis. It shows that the one-
dimensional coherent nanostructures could help to develop straight forward understanding on the origin of size
effect in strength. Another recent study onmolecular dynamics simulation of uniaxial compression in twinned
nanopillars elucidates the interplay of intrinsic (twin boundary spacing) and extrinsic (pillar diameter) size-scale
effects on the strengtheningmechanisms [25]. An intriguing revelation is that there is an optimal aspect ratio for
which the yield strength of twinned nanopillars is higher than single crystal nanopillars, in contrast to other
aspect ratios for which the yield strength of twinned nanopillars are considerably lower than their single
crystalline counterparts. A crucial limitation of all the studiesmentioned above is that these investigations are
based on limited number of simulations becausemolecular dynamics simulations are computationally very
expensive.Moreover it is a time consuming simulationmethodwhere the time scale is inherently extremely low
(∼pico or femoto second). It is practically impossible to carryout adequate number ofmolecular dynamics
simulations for characterizing thematerial responses and associated influential factors comprehensively. In case
of actual nano-scale experiments, the problembecomes evenmore aggravated due to the complexity involved
and its highly expensive nature.

In this article we propose an alternative surrogate based approach, where adequate number of samples can
be analysed in a computationally efficient way to characterize amaterial in its full inherent complexity by
carrying outminimal number of actualmolecular dynamics simulations/experiments. Herewe have applied
polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) for surrogatemodel formation to analyse nano-twinned copper. D-optimal
design algorithmhas been utilised to select the optimal points from the entire design space for surrogatemodel
formation. Subsequently probabilistic analysis has been carried out for yield stress of thematerial. Probabilistic
methods are successful in various areas of science and engineering for comprehensive analysis of a system. Such
analyses are important because every practical system is inherently stochastic, thus conventional deterministic
approach cannot characterize a system comprehensively in the true sense. A careful review on probabilistic
analysis in the realmof nano-scale researches shows that the state of application of probability theory in
molecular dynamics simulation [31–35] or in the broader aspect ofmulti-scalemodelling is very scarce [35, 36].
One of the obvious reasons being the fact thatmolecular dynamics simulation is relatively a new area of research
and it has receivedmore attention so far in deterministic analysis. Alongwithmolecular dynamics/multiscale
modelling stochasticity and uncertainty can also be found in nanowire experiments aswell, experimental
evidencewas illustrated thatmicropillar deformation is highly stochastic [37], a stochasticity-enhanced gradient
plasticity was able tomodel the stochastic stress–strain response of same-diametermicropillars. Incorporation
of stochasticity in the analysis is themost logical extension of research in thisfield to understand the process
from amuchwider andmore robust perspective. Another crucial reason is the computational expense of
molecular dynamics simulations. For carrying out probabilistic analysis usingMonte Carlo simulation, results
are needed to be obtained for thousands of input parameter points. For that purpose, carrying outmolecular
dynamics simulation thousands of times is practically impossible due to its computational intensiveness. The
application of surrogatemodelling approach, as proposed in this article is the only efficient alternative in such
situation.Moreover, utilisation of surrogates can capture thematerial behaviourmore precisely in case of
deterministic analysis, as responses can be obtained corresponding to any value of input parameters within the
design space in amuchmore computationally efficientmanner compared to originalmolecular dynamics
simulation carried out for few selective input points. Application of the proposed technique enables us to predict
the strength of nanowires within a continuous domain of varying twin boundary spacing andTBW in a
probabilistic framework obtaining a completemap between the design parameters and response tofind an
optimumdesign combination for highest strength of nano-twinned copper. This article is organized as,
section 1: introduction; section 2: brief description about surrogatemodelling approach using PCE; section 3:
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simulationmethodology for nano-twinned copper usingmolecular dynamics simulation coupledwith PCE;
section 4: results and discussions; section 5: conclusion.

2. Polynomial chaos expansion

The PCE is an effective tool for solving stochastic systems. It was first introduced as the homogeneous chaos by
Wiener [38]. The basic idea is to project the random variables of problemonto a stochastic space spanned by a set
of complete orthogonal polynomials. The orthogonal polynomial chaos basis functions, derived fromGram–

Schmidt algorithm [39, 40] is employed in this study formapping input–output relation. Solution to generalised
equation at a random space can be expanded into a PCE as follows:
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Depending on the type of the input parameter, a set of input variables are selected to obtain the output
quantity of interest. In the present studyD-optimal design has been utilised to select the design points from the
input parameter space [41–43]. D-optimal design is one of themost efficient design of experiment algorithms
requiring fewer samples than standard design procedures and thus it needsmuch lesser number ofmolecular
dynamics simulations/experiments to be carried out for forming the surrogatemodel. In this design, position of
design points is chosen algorithmically according to the number of factors and the desiredmodel tomeet the
optimality criteria. Optimal designs can be used to create a good design forfitting a linear, quadratic, cubic or
higher ordermodels. There can be several types of optimality criteria such asD-optimality, A-optimality and
E-optimality. LetX denotes the designmatrix as a set of value combinations of coded parameters andXt is the
transpose ofX, thenD-optimality is achieved if the determinant of (XtX)−1 isminimal. A-optimality is achieved
byminimising the trace of (XtX)−1. E-optimality is achieved if the largest eigenvalue of (XtX)−1 isminimal.
Among these, D-optimal design is themost commonly used owing to better accuracy of approximation than
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others [42]. InD-optimal design, the total sample size (n) comprises ofminimumdesign points (nd), additional
model points (na) and lack-of-fit points (nl) i.e., n=nd+na+nl. The requiredmodel points (i.e.,minimum
design points) is theminimumnumber of samples to estimate the coefficients formodel formationwhile
additionalmodel points are extra samples added by the user to improve precision estimates or coverage of the
factor space and lack-of-fit points are the extra points tofill the factor space. The extra information provided by
these points can test the fit of themodel.

3. Simulationmethodology

This section describes the PCEbasedmolecular dynamics simulation approach for analysing strength of nano-
twinned copper.We have chosen few efficient and optimal samples (design points)within the design space for
molecular dynamics simulation of nano-twinned copper usingD-optimal design algorithm. In this study, the
twin spacing and twinwidth has been taken as two input parameters and subsequently their effect on yield
strength of thematerial is investigated.We have chosen a nano-twinned sample of 30 nm length for the present
analysis with the design space for CTBS andTBW in the range of 1 nm–10 nmand 5 nm–20 nm respectively,
considering practical applications for nano-twinned copper. The ratio of twinwidth and length of the nano-
twinned specimen has been regarded as aspect ratio in this study. Another noteworthy aspect is that the strength
varies with the type of cross section selected for simulation, asmentioned in section 1. Thus, the results
presented here are pertaining to the strength of nano-twinnedmaterials of rectangular/square cross section
which has been considered in this investigation. As discussed in section 1, there are other factors that can
influence the strength of nano-twinned copper but in the present research, we have concentrated on twin
spacing andTBWonly because these are the twomost dominant factors to decide strength of nano-twinned
specimens. It should be noted that other factors that affectmechanical properties of any nanowires can also be
analysed using the proposedmethod in future.

In this study, probabilistic analysis has been carried out for yield strength of nano-twinned copper using
Monte Carlo simulation following a non-intrusive approach.Monte Carlomethods (orMonte Carlo
experiment/simulations) are a broad class of computational algorithms that rely on repeated random sampling
following a particular probability distribution to obtain numerical results. Thesemethods are often used in
physical andmathematical problems and aremost useful when it is difficult/impossible to use direct
mathematical algorithms. Figure 1 presents a schematic representation for a general stochastic systemhaving
three random input parameters and one output response. In general, thoughMonte Carlo based analyses are
capable of obtaining comprehensive results for a physical/mathematical problem, these are computationally
very expensive. Thesemethods normally require thousands of simulations/experiments (molecular dynamics
simulation in the present study) to be carried out corresponding to random input sets. Thus the entire process
becomes exorbitantly cost-intensive, especially for problemswhere individual simulations/experiments are
very costly and time consuming such asmolecular dynamics simulations. To overcome this difficulty we have
employed the PCEmodel as a surrogate of the actualmolecular dynamics code to carry outMonte Carlo
simulation. The entire process of surrogate based analysis of nano-twinned copper is depicted in figure 2. After
selecting the design points usingD-optimal design algorithm, the next step is to obtain corresponding yield
stresses (output) for each of the design points usingmolecular dynamics simulation. Representative values of
CTBS andTBWselected for PCEmodel formation in the present analysis and corresponding yield strengths are
shown in table 1.Once the designmatrix is formed, the PCEmodel is constructed as discussed in section 2. The
PCEmodel can henceforth be used as a surrogate of the actualmolecular dynamics simulation, thereby it can be
said that the PCEmodel effectively replaces computationally expensivemolecular dynamics simulation process.
Thus the PCEmodel is capable of obtaining yield strength corresponding to any set of values of twin spacing and
twinwidthwithin the considered design space. Details of themolecular dynamics simulations (corresponding to
the 15 design points to construct the PCEmodel) carried out in this study are discussed next.

Figure 1. Schematic representation forMonte Carlo simulation based analysis of a stochastic systemwith three input parameters (xi,
i=1, 2, 3) and one output parameter (y). Hereω represents the stochastic character of a parameter.
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In general, a length of 30 nmand a constant thickness of 8 times the dimension of unit cell (for samples of
size smaller than four unit cell introduce a separate size scale effect infixed-end simulations, as our sample is
thicker than four unit cell we avoid the size effect) have been considered in this analysis. Simulations have been
performed for nano-twinned specimens using the embedded-atom-method potential for copper developed by

Figure 2. Flowchart for analysis of nano-twinned copper based on polynomial chaos expansion.

Table 1.Typical representation of design points for formation of PCEmodel (CTBS, TBW, aspect ratio are the three input parameters,
while yield strength is the output parameter of interest in the present analysis).

Sample CTBS (nm) TBW (nm) Aspect ratio Number of atoms Number of twins Yield strength (GPa)

1 3.25 19.325 1.56 197 096 9 3.406

2 10 11.75 2.55 160 000 2 3.307

3 7.19 15.8 1.89 163 872 4 2.256

⋮
15 5.95 5 6 54 915 5 5.268
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Mishin et al [44]. The specimens are considered to be aligned along the 110 ,[ ¯ ] 112[ ¯] and [111] (x-, y- and z-
direction for the simulation). TheCTBs are aligned normal to the [111] or z-direction. The twin boundary
creates amirror image of each other, which is similar to previous experimental and simulationworks on this
topic [23–29]. All the simulations in the present study have been carried out at 300 K. Periodic boundary
conditions have been applied in the 110[ ¯ ] (x-direction) direction and non-periodic boundary condition has been
applied in rest of the direction. The simulations have been performed in aNVT ensemble (fixed number of
atoms, volume and temperature). The freemovement of twinning and dislocation can be captured better in
non-periodic boundaries as it activatesmore slip planes favourable to the dislocation and twinning [15].
However our prime focus of the present investigation is on the yield strength of the specimens rather than
studying the dislocation/twinmovement of thematerial. Typical dimensions and number of atoms considered
for simulation corresponding to the design points are presented in table 1. In the present analysis, the structure
has been deformed by applying a constant tensile engineering strain rate of 108 s−1 along the [111] direction (or
in z-direction). The top and bottom few layers were kept fixed andwere not part of the simulation. The bottom
fixed layer kept the nanowirefixed at a plane and the strain rate have been applied bymoving the top few layers
moving at a constant velocity of 0.03 Å ps−1, which results into the strain rate of 108 s−1. The inherent strain rate
in anymolecular dynamics simulation is very high due to extremely small length and timescale. 108 s−1

comparatively slow strain rate where the deformation takes place very slowly, in earlier studies of nanotwinned
structures of fccmetals this sort of strain rate have been used by Sinha et al [21]. At this strain ratewe can capture
the deformation twinning very accurately and also get a proper value of yield strength of the nanowire, which is
themain focus of ourwork. Atomic positions, velocities and accelerations are updated at each time step using
theVelocity-Verlet algorithm [45]with a time-step of 0.001 ps. The high strain rate is inherent to every
molecular dynamics simulation, and necessary to obtain a significant amount of deformationwithin a
reasonable simulation time. All the simulation has been performed in LAMMPSparallel code [46] and visualised
byOVITO [47] andAtomeye [48].

4. Results and discussions

4.1.Deformationmechanism
In this sectionwe discuss the inherent deformationmechanismof nano-twinned copper in general to put the
present research on probabilistic stress analysis in proper context with respect to the earlier descriptions of
material behaviour. For all themolecular dynamics simulations that have been performed in this study, the
stress–strain plots are found to be similar to each other in nature. A typical stress–strain curve indicating
different stages in the deformation process for nano-twinned copper is shown infigures 3 and 4. The initial part
of the stress–strain plot is linear and followsHook’s lawwhere thematerial is under elastic limit. In this stage (up
to point (a) offigure 3) the stress required for deforming thematerial increases linearly. No defect in the nano-
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Figure 3.Tensile stress–strain curve of a periodically twinnedCu-nanowire (1-represearnts the elastic part of the curve, 2-represents
the strain hardening part and 3-is strain softeningwhere thematerial finally fails). Snapshots at different stages of deformation are
shown from (a) to (c) infigure 4.
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twinned copper is formed during this stage. After point (a), the continuous increase of stress initiates defects,
resulting the required stress for deformation to drop. As thematerial behaviour turns into plastic, defects
interact with each other and strain hardening occurs due to generation and pile up of dislocations at barriers like
GBs during the deformation. After the dislocation pile up and twin formation reaches a critical limit, continuous
supply of distortion energy through strain results in breakdownof the pile up barrier and slip on a new plane.
The breakdownof dislocation and twin pile up barrier causes flow softening that continues until beginning of
the second stage of dislocation pile up. This stage can be observed after point (b) infigure 3. As the number of
dislocations and twins increase after this point causing subsequent increase in dislocation and twin density,
dislocation propagation becomesmore difficult (implying the application of larger load to realise the same
deformation as an earlier stage of plastic zone). The initial twinning is created in the formof partial dislocation
on edges of the simulation box. Successive progression of the partial dislocations occurs from the edge of the
simulation box to the coherent twin boundaries, where it requiresmore energy to cross the hurdle and thus
requiremore strength to deform. This part of themechanism can be described as the strain hardening. The
figure confirms that the onset of plasticity in copper nanowires is associatedwith the emission of 111{ ¯} 〈112〉
partial dislocations from the free surface. However, there are several othermechanisms of dislocationCTB
interaction (Mechanisms I–III asmentioned byDeng and Sansoz [49]) that can be observed in the fcc copper
nanowires at the initial yield point, depending on the potential. Similar deformationmechanism, referred
Mechanism II byDeng and Sansoz [49] has been observed in the present study.

A typical example of atomic-scale interactions between a leading partial dislocation and aCTB in the copper
nanowires at yield point is furnished infigures 3 and 4.Here, the leading partial dislocation (γD) from the parent
grain directly transmits through theCTB via the reaction, 111 112 112 111 001 110 ,1

6

1

3

1

2
( ¯)[ ¯ ¯ ¯] ( )[ ¯] ( )[ ¯ ¯ ]= + where

001 1101

2
( )[ ¯ ¯ ]a full dislocation is transmitted in the twin grain, and 112 1111

3
( )[ ¯] represents a sessile stair-rod

dislocation remaining in theCTBplane.However, once the twins cross theCTB, strength keeps dropping till
failure (refer figure 3, point c).

Asmentioned earlier, the key processes observed during the deformation of the nanotwinnedmodels
include partial and full dislocation emission from theGBs. Alongwith that the othermajor influential factors in
the deformationmechanism are CTBmigration, interaction of the partial dislocationswith fixed andmigrating
twin boundaries, formation of steps by theCTB (refer figures 5 and 6), and dislocation emission from the steps.
In several previous researches [23, 49–56], the deformation behaviours have been investigated onCTBs in nano-
crystalline aluminium and copper. Similar to these reports, dislocation nucleation along and across theCTBs,
twin boundarymigration and change in twinwidth, pile-up and passing of complete and partial dislocations
across theCTBs, grain boundary sliding are found to occur in the present study during the deformation process
of nano-twinned copper. One of the dominantmechanisms that have been observed in our simulations is twin
boundarymigration, similar to the observations by Frøseth et al [51] for nano-crystalline aluminium and also by

Figure 4. (a)Nucleation of the veryfirst dislocation at initial yield stress. (b) Leading partial dislocations stopped by twin boundaries.
(c)Nanowire deformation after themaximum flow stress. Atomcolours correspond to the crystal structure. Dashed circles in (b) and
(c) show the emission of trailing partial dislocations from the free surface.
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Cao andWei [23] for simulations onCopper. During the deformation process, some of the twin boundaries start
tomigrate to the neighbouring (1 1 1) planes. Thismigration process can be attributed to partial dislocations
emitted from theGBs and twin boundary junction (figure 5). Themigration process starts from theGBs and in
few instances, progresses up to the other side of the grain. This shifts the entire CTB into the neighbouring (1 1 1)
plane, as shown infigure 5. In this study, we have taken twin spacing (as shown infigure 5) as one of the
parameters, whereinwe can notice that the twin boundary spacing varies by fewAngstrom as the deformation
progresses. Itmay allow some of the partial dislocations to grow or stretch. In the present analysis, actual
molecular dynamics simulations on nano-twinned copper have been carried out for only 15 different
algorithmically chosen samples. It has been noticed that even though the number of dislocations, staking fault or
grain boundarymigration differ from sample to sample causing variation in yield strength but the basic
mechanismof deformation in all the samples is similar.

4.2.Material response
In this sectionwewill discuss about detailed deterministic analysis of thematerial behaviour in the entire design
space. Asmentioned in the previous sections, due to application of PCE basedmodelling approachwe can
readily obtain yield strength of a particular sample corresponding to any combination of CTBS andTBW. It is
worthy to note here that the constructed PCEmodel has been checked extensively for its prediction capability

Figure 5.A close look to partial and complete disocation lines.Multiple dislocation lines result into twinning in nano-twinned copper.
Change in twin boundary spacingwhile applying uniaxial tension has also been shown.

Figure 6. (a)Complete nanowirewithmultiple TBS of 10 nm. (b)Part of nanowire is shown, where the successive twins resist each
other’smovement throughout the sample.
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with respect to actualMD simulation results using new sets of input parameters before using it for further
analyses. Figure 7 shows the prediction capability of the constructed PCEmodel with respect to actualmolecular
dynamics simulation, wherein less deviation of the tested points from the diagonal line indicates high accuracy
of thefittedmodel. Figure 8 shows the variation of yield strength of nano-twinned copperwith CTBS andTBW.
Adetailed 3D response surface for yield stress has been constructed (figure 8(a))using the predictions of PCE
model to get a comprehensive idea of the effect of twinwidth and twin spacing. For better understanding,
variation of yield strengthwith twinwidth has been plotted for different values of twin spacing infigure 8(b). To
constructfigure 8we have chosen two arrays of data points containing 100 equidistant points eachwithin the
design space resulting total 100×100 combinations of CTBS andTBW.Here noteworthy is the fact that it has
been practically possible to obtain yield strength for such a huge number of samples only due to application of
surrogatemodelling approach.

From figure 8 it is evident that yield stress of single crystal nano-pillars exhibits a strong size-dependence,
which is quite in agreementwith previous investigations [25, 57–59].Width of the twin boundaries can be
regarded as size in the present study. Plasticity is found to initiate with dislocations nucleating from the surface
of the specimens. The size-dependence of the yield stress can be attributed to the fact that the critical stress for
dislocation nucleation at the surface scales with the pillar width due to the constrained volume offered by the
smaller pillars (inwidth) thatmakes it harder for the dislocations to nucleate. A general tendency is noticed that
yield strength increases with the decrease in twin spacing. The variation of yield strengthwithCTBS can be
explained by the fact that higher number of twin boundary (i.e. the smaller twin boundary spacing)works as an

Figure 7.PCEmodel validation plot showing actualMD simulation results versus PCE results for yield strength (GPa).

Figure 8.Variation of yield stress with twin boundarywidth (TBW) and coherent twin boundary spacing (CTBS).
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obstacle for the dislocations to travel throughout the specimen, which in turn strengthens the specimen. The
relation between yield strength and twinwidth is found to be not thatmonotonic in nature as compared to that
of yield strength and twin spacing. Fromfigure 8(b), it is clear that there is a strong dependence of CTBS in the
relationship between yield strength andTBW. For a particular value of CTBS, we can notice peak strength of
nano-twinned copperwhich grossly appears in the range of 10 nm to 13 nmTBW.The value of TBW, forwhich
a nano-twinned copper exhibitsmaximum strength, increases with the increase in value of CTBS. Reason
behind this correlation betweenCTBS andTBW is the complex dislocation/twinningmechanism during the
deformation process. There exists an adverse effect on the strength of the nano-twinned structures due to
interdependence between twins in two successive layers and creation of V shape (figure 6(b)) that resists each
other’smotion. This investigation reveals that there is a transition in dominating deformationmechanisms
occurring at a critical spacing forwhich strength ismaximum.Above that critical spacing, the deformation
mechanisms are dominated by twoHall–Petch type strengtheningmechanisms.One is partial dislocation
emission fromGBs travelling across twin boundaries and the other is partial dislocations emitted from twin
boundaries travelling across other twin boundaries as shown infigure 6(b). But once it reaches the critical CTB
spacing, it actually softens the specimen by partial dislocations emitted fromboundaries of primary twins
travelling parallel to each other and leading to detwinning of the secondary twins in the same twin boundary
(refer figures 5 and 6). Alongwith that twin boundaries shift itself, leading to a variation in twin spacing (figure 6)
making the deformationmechanism evenmore complex to understand.

Thus from the above discussion it is evident that strength of nano-twinned copper depends on several
correlated factors and governed by various complex dislocationmechanisms. In the present analysis we have
taken two important factors namely CTBS andTBWand investigated their individual and combined effect on
strength of thematerial using amathematical and statistical framework. Advantage of the proposed surrogate
based approach is that, despite of the internal deformationmechanismof nano-twinned copper being
considerably complex; it is possible to construct a fully functionalmathematicalmodel using only fewmolecular
dynamics simulation. Such efficientmathematicalmodel can then be used to predict responses corresponding
to any combination of the design parameters in later stage of the analysis. Detail response curves have been
constructed in this study using suchmodel as shown infigure 8, a careful observation inwhich leads to the
conclusion that there exists an optimum twinwidth for each twin spacing, for which yield strength of the nano-
wire becomesmaximum. This finding can be crucial in designing nano-twins formaximum strength.

4.3. Probabilistic analysis
After surrogate based deterministic analysis of the deformationmechanism and thus yield strength of nano-
twinned copper alongwith its relationwith two dominating factors (CTBS andTBW),MonteCarlo simulation
has been carried out to study the probabilistic behaviour of yield stress. In the present analysis, the input
parameter set for probabilistic investigation has been chosen following uniformdistributionwithin the design
space. Three different analyses have been carried out (using 10 000 samples in each case) to access their influence
on yield stress of thematerial, namely randomvariation of CTBS only, TBWonly and combined random

Figure 9.Probability density function plot of yield stress for variation of coherent twin boundary spacing (CTBS) only, twin boundary
width (TBW) only and combined variation of CTBS andTBW.
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variation of bothCTBS andTBW. It is interesting to notice from the probability density function plots (figure 9)
that in spite of the input parameters being chosen fromuniformdistribution, the response yield strength follows
aGaussian distribution in all three cases. This observation obeys the central limit theoremof probability theory
that states that: given certain conditions, the arithmeticmean of a sufficiently large number of iterates of
independent random variables, eachwith awell-defined expected value andwell-defined variance, will be
approximately normally distributed, regardless of the underlying distribution. Gaussian distribution of the yield
strength implies that probability of occurrence increases aswe approach towards themean value of yield
strength. The individual and combined effects of the stochastic input parameters, as quantified in this study,
provide clear understanding about the statistical character and their relative influence on the probability
distribution of yield strength.Having the probabilistic character of the response quantity of interest (yield
strength) quantified, optimisation for CTBS andTBWcan be carried out considering the inherent uncertainty of
the systemwith a particular degree of confidence. The trade-off between the degree of confidence and the level of
optimisation should be decided based on the required reliability of the system. Table 2 shows the response
bounds,mean and standard deviation for yield strength corresponding to the three cases. From the table,
normalised coefficient of variation (with respect to combined variation) for CTBS andTBWcan be calculated as
0.332 and 0.668 respectively, whereby it can be concluded that TBW ismore sensitive thanCTBS to yield
strength of thematerial. Same inference can be attributed from figure 9, wheremore dispersion is noticed in case
of TBWcompared toCTBS. The dispersion ismore thanTBWandCTBS in case of the combined variation, as
expected.

5. Conclusion

This article presents a detailed deterministic investigation and probabilistic analysis on the strength of nano-
twinned copper using PCE. In the proposed surrogate based approach, computationally expensivemolecular
dynamics simulations are effectively replaced by efficientmathematicalmodels. Effect of two dominating factors
on yield strength of thematerial, namely TBWand twin spacing is analysed and thereby relative sensitivity of
these two factors is investigated in this study. Subsequentlymaterial responses obtained using the present
approach has been explained using deformationmechanismof the nano-twinned copper and they are found to
be in good agreement, affirming the accuracy and validity of the proposedmethodology.

Previous researches on this subject are based on limited number of samples because themolecular dynamics
simulations are normally very expensive and time consuming. In this work, the entire design space has been
comprehensively explored by performing thousands of virtual experiments showing the variation of yield
strengthwith different possible combinations of TBWand twin spacing. This will allow researchers to have a
complete idea about the optimal combination of these two factors tomaximise yield strength of thematerial. It
can be noted here that, asmathematicalmodel for yield strength is possible to be constructed in the PCEbased
approach, future investigations in thisfield can follow actual implementation of global optimisation algorithms
efficiently to obtain optimumcombination of design parameters on a strongmathematical foundation. One of
themajorfindings of this research is that twinwidth is amore sensitive parameter than twin boundary spacing
for yield strength of thematerial. Such quantitative sensitivity analysis results cater a better understanding on the
degree of control necessary for the design parameters.

In this study, amapping between the two input parameters (TBWand twin spacing) and the output response
(yield strength) has been established using surrogatemodelling approach enabling us to ascertain the response
bound due to random variation of the input parameters. This analysis gives a robust idea about range of
variation of yield strength alongwith an intrinsic knowledge about its probabilistic distribution, which in turn
can be very useful in the design process of suchmaterial. By application of the proposed approach, it has been
feasible to carry out 10 000 virtual simulations for the deterministic analysis and 30 000 virtual simulations for
probabilistic analysis (equivalent to total 40 000molecular dynamics simulations), effectively using only 15
actualmolecular dynamics simulations. Thus the integration of PCEwithmolecular dynamics simulation can
significantly reduce the computational cost and time required to comprehensively analyse the response quantity
of interest. The number of input factors to explore their effect on the responses in nano-scale can be increased in

Table 2. Statistical analysis results for yield strength of nano-twinned copper.

Parameter Maximum Minimum Mean Standard deviation

Coherent twin boundary spacing (CTBS) 7.052 719 4.123 635 5.379 037 0.624 221

Twin boundarywidth (TBW) 5.693 076 2.549 342 4.340 363 1.012 765

Combined variation 7.651 505 1.429 41 4.287 826 1.255 636
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future investigations. This will however increase the required number of actualmolecular dynamics simulations
marginally. The proposed algorithm for efficient probabilistic analysis of yield strength for nano-twinned
copper is general in nature and therefore, it can be extended for analysing othermaterials in nano-scale.
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